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SEC Delays Compliance Date for Short Sale Pricing Rule to 
February 28, 2011

On February 26, 2010, the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) adopted a new 
short sale pricing rule – Rule 201 under Regulation SHO (“Rule 201” or the “new rule”).  While 
the new rule became effective on May 10, 2010, the SEC provided a six-month implementation 
period to enable trading centers and others to prepare for complying with the new rule, making 
the new rule’s compliance date November 10, 2010.  However, on November 4, the SEC 
announced that it was extending the compliance date to February 28, 2011.1

Rule 201 combines a “circuit breaker” with a price limitation to restrict short sales of a security 
that experiences a significant drop in price.2  It applies to “covered securities” – generally, 
any equity security listed on a national securities exchange, whether traded on an exchange 
or traded over-the-counter.  Under Rule 201, each “trading center”3 is required to establish, 
maintain, and enforce written policies and procedures that are reasonably designed to prevent 
the execution or display of a short sale order for a covered security at a prohibited price, once 
the price of the security decreases by 10 percent or more from its previous closing price on its 
principal listing market.  The restriction will remain in place for the rest of the day on which it 
is triggered and the following trading day.  Once the circuit breaker is triggered, all short sales 
in the security (except for certain exempt transactions) must be priced above the security’s 
current national best bid (“NBB”) price.  By not allowing short sales at or below the current 
NBB while the circuit breaker is in effect, Rule 201 will allow long sellers, who will be able to 
sell at the NBB, to sell first in a declining market.   

The SEC is extending the compliance date in order to give certain national securities exchanges 
additional time to modify their procedures for conducting opening, reopening, and closing 
transactions for securities that trigger the circuit breaker, in a manner that is consistent with the 
goals and requirements of the new rule.  According to the SEC, the extended compliance period 
also will give industry participants additional time to program and test for compliance with the 
new rule’s requirements.  The Extension Release notes that the November 10 compliance date 
is just a few days away, and that a limited extension of the compliance date will facilitate the 
orderly implementation of Rule 201.  However, because of the time constraint, full notice and 
comment could not be completed prior to November 10. 

1  Securities Exchange Act Release No. 63247 (Nov. 4, 2010) (the “Extension Release”).  The SEC is also extending the 
date for compliance with an amendment to Rule 200(g) of Regulation SHO that allows broker-dealers to mark certain short 
sale orders “short exempt.”

2 See Winston & Strawn briefing: “SEC Reinstates Price Restrictions on Short Sales.” 

 3 A “trading center” is “a national securities exchange or national securities association that operates an SRO trading 
facility, an alternative trading system, an exchange market maker, an OTC market maker, or any other broker or dealer that 
executes orders internally by trading as principal or crossing orders as agent.” (SEC Regulation NMS Rule 600(b)(78).)

http://www.winston.com/siteFiles/Publications/Briefing_Re_Rule_201.pdf
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The Financial Services Practice Group of Winston & Strawn represents a broad range of financial institutions on all aspects of their 
businesses, including regulatory matters, legislative developments, and proposals affecting the financial industry.  If you have questions 
regarding the new rules, if you need advice with respect to how the new rules may affect you, or if you need advice or assistance in 
preparing policies or procedures to address the new rules, please contact any of the Winston & Strawn attorneys listed below or your 
usual Winston & Strawn contact: 

 New York 
 Edward J. Johnsen  ejohnsen@winston.com   (212) 294-4741
 Robert A. Boresta  rboresta@winston.com   (212) 294-4711 
 Jeffrey H. Elkin  jelkin@winston.com   (212) 294-6711 
 Marvin J. Miller Jr.  mmiller@winston.com   (212) 294-6893 
 David A. Sakowitz  dsakowitz@winston.com   (212) 294-2639 

 Chicago 
 Milton K. Buckingham  mbuckingham@winston.com  (312) 558-6212 
 Christine A. Edwards  cedwards@winston.com   (312) 558-5571 
 Basil V. Godellas  bgodellas@winston.com   (312) 558-7237 
 Wesley G. Nissen  wnissen@winston.com   (312) 558-5804 
 Michael M. Philipp  mphilipp@winston.com   (312) 558-5905 

 Washington 
 Peter Y. Malyshev  pmalyshev@winston.com   (202) 282-5691 
 
 Charlotte 
 David L. Batty  dbatty@winston.com   (704) 350-7720 
 James T. Hedrick  jhedrick@winston.com   (704) 350-7725 
 W. Kent Walker, Jr.  kwalker@winston.com   (704) 350-7730 
 Dean A. Warren  dwarren@winston.com   (704) 350-7735 

 San Francisco 
 James E. Topinka  jtopinka@winston.com   (415) 591-1519 
 Alisa Won  awon@winston.com   (415) 591-1614 

 London 
 Zoe J. Ashcroft  zashcroft@winston.com   +44 (0)20 7105 0025 

 Paris 
 Jérôme Herbet  jherbet@winston.com   +33(0)1 53 64 82 04

 Hong Kong 
 Simon C.M. Luk  sluk@winston.com   +852-2292-2222 
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